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1. SAFETY comes first. Watch for pedestrians before making ANY and ALL 
throws. Please wait a few moments for pedestrians, animals, cars, etc.

2. OUT of BOUNDS (OB) 
If your disc lands on or over any roads or fences:
• There is a one stroke penalty for landing OB
• Determine last location where your disc was “safe” prior to going OB
• You are permitted one meter of relief from any OB line
• If your disc is “touching” safe, it is considered safe and you are  

permitted relief

3. MANDOS (OB) 
Your disc must fly on the proper side of any MANDO.  If you miss the  
MANDO, your drop zone is adjacent to the MANDO and there is a one 
stroke penalty. 

HOLE #1 (364 feet = Par 3) - Field Hole (basket is behind the short fence) 
OB = Over the long fence, and on or over the road to the left

Kids tee - Soccer post closest to the basket, stand to the left of the goal post 
(facing the post)

HOLE #2 (281 feet = Par 3) - Fence on the right is NOT OB. Bushes on the left 
are “nasty” thorn bushes. 
OB = over the fence in the dog park and on the large cement pad

Kids tee = End of the Youth Sports field fence

HOLE #3 (189 feet = Par 3) - Dog Leg Left
MANDO to the right side of the broken tree at the end of the fence line.  If 
you miss this MANDO tree, the drop zone is between the tree and the sign. 
You are NOT permitted to throw “over” the dog park.  
OB = over the fence

Kids tee = At the “bend”, between the tree and the green marketing box (at 
the Drop Zone)

RULES

HOLES



HOLE #4 (132 feet = Par 3) - Tunnel Shot
OB = in the construction area and on any concrete

Kids tee = At the tree by the construction area

HOLE #5 (386 feet = Par 3) - Death Putt
OB = On or over the road and on the pavilion

Kids tee = Corner of the volleyball sand pit, closest to the basket on the field 
side (vs. the road side) 

HOLE #6 (282 feet = Par 3) - Island Basket 
If your disc lands in or on top of the netting, there is no penalty.  The drop 
zone is at the end of the fence near the opening. The only safe area is on the 
right side of the road… until the basket. 
OB = On or over the road to the left

Kids tee = Right side of the batting cage building, straight look at the basket

HOLE #7 (410 feet = Par 4) - Baseball Lake
NOTE: the bushes on the left like to “eat” discs.  
OB = Over the fence on the right and on or over the road to the left

Kids tee = White painted paver, “in line” with Cabin #2 (in the middle of  
the fairway).

HOLE #8 (339 feet = Par 3) - 2nd Baseball Lake (same bushes)
OB = Over the fence on the right and on or over the road to the left

Kids tee = Halfway between the orange tree on the hill and the softball  
field fence

HOLE #9 (162 feet = Par 3)
NOTE: the thorn bushes on the hill side. Only the grass on the left side of the 
road is safe. You must re-tee if your disc never crosses safe.  
OB = On-or-Over the road to the right.

Kids tee = On the right (field) side of the road, across from the steps near the 
big bush 

HOLE #10 (114 feet = Par 3) - Super Short Hole
OB = On or over the road to the right

Kids tee = Stand to the left of the second tree stump

HOLE #11 (162 feet = Par 3) - Up Hill All grass is safe… any direction
OB = On any road

Kids tee = Right side of the light pole on the corner (on the field 7 side of  
the road)



HOLE #12 (176 feet = Par 3) 
If your disc lands “in” the netting on the left, your disc is safe.  
OB = over any fence, on the sidewalk or concrete stairs, on the large concrete 
pad or on the roof any of the buildings

Kids tee = Back edge of the dugout (throwing from the sidewalk)

HOLE #13 (388 feet = Par 3) - Field Hole
OB = on or under the large bleachers and on or over the road to the right 

Kids tee = The corner of the large bleachers closest to the basket

HOLE #14 (410 feet = Par 4) - Double MANDO 
Your disc must go between the left and right poles (above or below does not 
matter).  The drop zone for the Double MANDO is between the poles
OB = over any fence

Kids tee = Between the football field light pole and the bleachers 
 
HOLE #15 (205 feet = Par 3) - Hidden Basket behind the fence
OB = on the large concrete area and on or over the road to the left  

Kids tee = Edge of the recycling bins (straight look at the basket)

HOLE #16 (137 feet = Par 3) 
OB = on any concrete area, on or over the road, over fence  

Kids tee = 1st stump - Keep same as adults for tournaments

HOLE #17 (302 feet = Par 3) 
On or under the metal bleachers is considered SAFE
OB = Concrete bleachers, over any fence, on or  over the road on the left 

Kids tee = Edge of the concrete bleachers, closest to the basket 
 
HOLE #18 (140 feet = Par 3) 
The grass on both sides of the road is safe, except for over the road behind 
the basket (near the parked cars
OB = On the road and on the grass over the road, behind the basket 

Kids tee = Gap in the fence near the golf driving range



Reference Point: 
Concrete squares
Note: Place flags 1.5 meters apart 

Reference Point: 
2nd fence post 
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Bleachers / Green Pole
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